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5 0. Introduction 
0. Ii. HiSto&a/ remarks on some automorphism groups if linear co&s 
MOST &the known linear codes have been observed to be cyclic. For 
instance, we have shown in [3] that Reed-Mu&r codes could be don- 
strutted as ideals of a cyclic algebra. This means that those codes have a 
cyclic group of automorphisms. An important relation between rc;mar!c- 
able codes and their groups of automorphisms was established in the 
paper of Assmus and Mattson [ I] where if is sho;vn that the Mathieu 
groups of permutations are the auitimorphism groups of the’GoIay 
codes. This connection between the .most remarkable permutation 
groups and those exceptional codes is far from being well understood un- 
. til now. 
However, Kasami et al. [7] give valuable information about cyclic 
codes which are invariant under the affine group of permutations. 
On the other hand, NiacWilliams [8] intro&es codes which are 
ideals in group algebras, showing a way of generalizing cyclic codes, 
that is, iQea.ls in cyclic algebras. The case where the group is an 
Abelian group has been studied by several authors [ 21, [ 5 I 9 [6 1, PI . 
AlI the codes twkd in these papers have at Eedst 3 transitive permuta- 
tion group of automorphis,ms, and one may say that ideals in group alg;- 
bras are codes possessing aregular group of automorphisms. The aim of 
the present paper is to construct t:odes with given automorphism groups 
which are larger than regular permutation groups. ‘Some of those groups 
are shown to be pnmitive. 
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0.2. Furt,her remarks 
It is somewhat discvncerting toobserve that most of the good codes 
were found by first imposing on them a group of automorphism, al- 
though there are no theorems relating properties of automorphism 
groups, with the dimensions alnd detecting capabilities of the codes. 
Nevegheless, uch relations exist. The following is a rather weak state- 
ment that is based on simple common sense. 
Theore,m 0.1. If a cyclic code of length n has a t-ply transitive or t-homo- 
geneous grow p of autonwrph&ms, then the dimension k and the detec- 
tion capabid !ty d must satisfy! 
There exists a code-word with exactly d non-zero components, t o.T ther 
being consecutive. Hence the length of the largest sequence of zeros in 
that word is at least (n - t + l)/(d - t + 1) - 1. Since this cannot w 
ceeti k - 1 for a cyclic code, the theorem is proved. 
The statement rnay be improved in specific cases. Using the arbi:+‘~lent 
in the search of a qa$ic code with n = 7 and d = 3, we are !SI to the fol- 
lowing considerations. Bytaking t = ? in (0.2.1), k is not less than 3. The 
code-words to be considered for k = 3 are 1010100 and E 100100. But in 
a cyclic code, the Galois group of automorphisms is always present, and 
consequently a. code containing the :E”rst word would also contain the 
other as well as their differen*, of which the weight is two. Hence k ?? 4 
for d = 3. This leads to the only two cytzlic odes with n = 7 and d = 3. 
For those codes k = 4. 
This argument does not look like leading very far, but it was worth 
showing that relations between properties of permutation groups and 
capabilities bf codes do not only lie in experimental facts. one could say 
that the theorem of Bose-Chaudhu+Hocquenghem decals with the spe- 
ciai case of a cyclic group of permutat&s, but: its generalization toan 
Abehan group [ 5 I is already so intricated that there is no hope of getting 
a reasmable statement of a similak- ind for more general permutiltion 
fpX@S. evezthe~ess, wre may consider specnal preassigned groMps of C 
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automorphisms and prove certain theorems concerning the capabilities 
of the corresponding codes. That is what we do here and we obtain 
classes of codes for which the inf;rum of the detection rate is not zero. 
Remark. With k 2 6, t = 4, yt = 11, (0.2.1) gives d > 5. On the other 
hand, for a ternary code, the sphere packing bound shows that d 2 5. 
Thus d = 5 as it should be for the :I 11, 6) ternary Golay code. 
51. Codles associated hprith the linear groups 
1.1. Definition of the codes . 
Let US consider the definition o$ a linear code given by Assmus and 
Mattson: A linear code is a couple (E, F) where E is a linear space and 
F a set of linear forms, that is, a skibset of the dual space P of E. This 
definition is ve.ry convenient for speaking of the automorphism group of 
a code. That group here is simply the group of all linear transformations 
= - of E* which permute F. Now if wu st art with the preconceived idea that 
our codes will have a large automorphism group, as most of the authors 
did when considering cyclic codes. we may try to construct a couple 
(E, F) in such a way that its group will indeed be large. Let us take F a 
subgroup of the linear group GL(m, y). (We write briefly GL(PH, q) for 
GL(m, Fq )). Every 172 X m matrix of F may be considered a linear form. 
Each entry of the matrix will be :.I component of the m2-tuple represen- 
ting an ehnerrt of F in the canonical basis of J?*. Concretely, if Xii re-. 
presents the (i, j)*h entry of x E F, the realization of a generic element 
of the code is 
Example. Let F = GL(2, 2~. IF! r=: 6. The elements of F are 
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A basis of the code consists of the rows of 
111010 
where every column is obtained in an obvious way from a m::trix of 
(1.12). The minimum weight of a nonzero vector of that code is two 
and thus th,: code does not 1,ook to be ve.~ good. But, as we shall see, 
the distancc7 of SLA. a code becomes better as m grows. 
First of all, we have to justify the construction, that is, to exhibit ele- 
miisnts of the automorphism group of (E, F). Secondly, in the case where 
F=‘GL(m, q), we will establish that the dimension of the code is actual- 
ly rit2. In the third place we will examine the distance of the code and 
its asqmptotic behaviour. 
Wefi~~t observe that the vector space over Fq consisting of the code- 
word& of the form (I. 1.1) is also that consisting of the elements of the 
form 
wnerc /.3 runs over the set M(nz, q) of'm by m matrices over F@ and Try 
is the sum of’ thz dnag~.~l entries of, the matrix y. Tr is a lilqc;gr operator 
and it is immediately verified that (1.1.1) may be written as 
(1.1.5) (T$x),,~ . 
where LY~ is the i:ranspose of Q. In the usual notation for a scalar product? 
one may write 
(l.lA5) (X,Ck9”T,;.crtx. 
The second member of ( 1.1.5) clearly shows how x is identifiei with an 
element of the dual space of _M(w , q ). 
Multiplying x to the left or to the right by a matrix y of F defines a 
perm;utation elf F which is clearly bear ar1.d thus an automorphism of 
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(E, F). Since 
(1.1.7) Tpv = Tpu 
for ‘every pair of matrices u and ti, by (1. I. .Q), we observe that 
(1.1.8) (Xy,LY)=(X,4#); (yx,cr)=:(X,ytarL 
In other words, C xEF(Tpx)Xx is th2 generic element of a two-sided 
idea.! of the algebra F4 G, where G = GL(m, 4) and Fq is the Eeld of 4 
elements, 
Let ez be the matrix whose first 2 diagonal entries are equal to one illnd 
all other entries equal to zero. 
1.2. Theorem 
Themelm 1 .l. Let F = GL(m, q). To every nonze~~ element of the code 
corresponds ay1 automorphism which maps i: onto the element 
(1.2.1) (Cx, “&F l 
It is known that to every matrix a of rank I correspond two invertible 
matrices u and v such that 
(L2.2) uav=e~. 
By (1.1.8): 
cx, El) “(X, ucwv) = idxd, cd. 
Ca~rollary . The dimension OJ’thc code (E9 F) for F = GL(m, q) is m2. 
The only thing to be verified is that one cannot reach the zero n-t~ple 
(M = IFI) wi,th the arii not all zero. Looking at Theorem 1.1, we see that 
reaching the zero xl-tuple would mean C 1s i<lxii = 0 for all x E F, .which 
is certainly not true since o;le can easily cor&ruct a matrix x E F with 
the first diagonal element equal to one, all the others equal to zero and 
belongirsg to GL{ln, q). 
1 A me weighIrs of the CO&?-vectors 
meorem % .l shows that there are no other weights than those of 
code-vectors of the form (1.2. I). Thus we have 
I‘Ireorew f .2. l’he weight c~fs code-vector is a fun&m of the rank +qf 
ti3e matrix (6!ij) Of (1.1.1). 
‘This follows directly from the proof of Theorem I+ 1 l
We have t.. us exactly 02 ncrssible distinct nonzero weights. / 
Defkzition~. The Z-trace of a matrix is the sum of the 5rst I diagonal 
entrks. The Z-trace is a linear form belonging to F. According to Theo- 
rem 1.2, if yve knew the weights of the code-vectors corresponding to 
Ctmces, 2 =: 1, . . . . . m, we would know all the weights of the code. The 
number of’ elements in F for which the l-trace is zero is easy to COUIK’ It 
is sj mply the number of matrices of GL( m, q) with the first diagonal 
element equa: to zero. This number is 
(1.3.1) (qm-r - l)(q’* -4) . . . (qrn - qW-“). 
Hence the ratio weight&ngsh is, for that kind o!’ code-vector, 
We may now concentrate on the I-trace when 2 > I e Fmm now on, I is 
any integer in the set (2, . . . . m}, and our aim is w csa!it the number af 
elements of the subset of GI,(m, y) f’or which! the &race k zero. We de- 
fine the partition G = C, u (_i u C, of G 5 C;L(m, q) as fdtows. For 
x E G, let .x’ denote the submatrix obtrdined by deleting the first role 
ar,rE the first czslumn of X. Then CI Is defined to lbe the set lJf x for 
TN&l? ;: _ is Lpin@ar. Next, C2 is the set of x for which the entries ;lbove 
a rrc~-@r x’ are not all zero. Finally, IL,; IS the set rtf x for which the en- 
tries 4bove a regular x’ are all zero. We shall put y1:= iG 1, n’ = IGL(m - 1 ,q)l, 
% = ‘C,1, “2 = iC21t, n3 := rc3i. 
A snatrix in C, remains in that set when the upper left element is nlo- 
di&$ and ex~tly one of such a modification Icatls to a matrix with Zero 
f-trace. Thus, 
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Property 1 .l e The number of matrices in C, with zero r.-trace, is nl/q. 
We have also 
kcprty 1.2. The number of matrices in C2 wilfh zero l-truce, is 
n’(q”-’ - 1)(4”-1 - qM-2). 
‘The second factor is the number of possibilities for entries above x’. 
The first term of the third factor is the number of possibilities for the 
first column of x considering the only restriction that its first entry is 
fixed according to x’ in order that x have zero C-trace. Finally, qrnez is 
the number of elements in a coset’of the group generated by the last 
m- 1 columns of x in which the first component is the field element ap- 
pearing in the upper left hand comer. 
NOW, lee n; be the number of matrices in GL(m - 1 ,qj having non-zero 
(I-- IFtrace. We have obviously 
Prcopdy 1.3. The number of matrices in C3 with zero l-trace is n;q”-’ l 
Now nl and n’ are easily calculated: 
Y m-1-I nl = n =: (qtn-l_ 1)2qmm1(qm-1-q),.. 
q”-1 
(4 m-l ..D _qm-2;. 
We have finally 
Tkorem 1.3. For d greater thun one, the number of matrices in 
GL(m, q) with zero I-trace is 
where n; is the nr;mber of matrices in GL(m -- 1, q) with non-zero 
(I - 1 )-*trace. 
pka1tiorn. m == 3, q = 2, 
n = ‘7 l rE+ 4. Far+ 1, theweightis(‘7-3)06*4=4*6°4. 
For! s 2, nt; = 4, the weight is 4*(‘76’-(‘18+4)) = 4#20. 
ForZ~II,nr;=2,thewlei~tis4~(7~61-g18+2))=4~22. 
Hence the distancle dl for the cod~e (E, F) with F = GL(3,2) is 810 with 
n = US. Theorem 1.3 allows the calculation by recursion. of all ri:he 
weights of the code under consideration It also leads us to a thecxem 
giving the exact distance of the code for every m and q. 
(13.4) d=qm-‘(q-1-q) ,,. (q-‘-q”-~)(q”-q- ,)(qm-1-qm-2)e 
All WCS have to do is to apply Theorem 1.3 aftler having verified, that 
the-largest n; &ways corresponds to % - 7 = 1. 
By Tkxem 1.3, we have 
( i .3*5) no 2 (q*+-l - l)(q’” -q)(q” -q2) . . . (qnl --p-‘) .I 
Hence 
(1.3.6) M, = n -no I (qffl -- ymml)(qm -4) . . . (qrn -c~m-l) , 
the second member being precisely the value of ytr when I = 1, by ( Iti 3.1). 
Then (1.3.4) is obtained by substitutLqg the largest possible value for n; 
in (1.3.3) and aakulating ci = n ---no in that case. 
I .4. Asymptotic behmiot~a of t/be detection rate 
Using (1.3.4) we have 
dfn := (q”-q- l)~q”-q~~-~)/(qm-_q)(qm_ 1)) 
and hence 
limd/n=(q- 1)/&J 0
tit + ca 
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$2. Gtxbs associated with a subgroup of t&e hear group 
consisting of all the permutation matrices 
Ghwm the group .P of all m x m permutation matrices and any linear 
form f of the space E over Fq, the set F’ defining the code (E, P) will 
be the set of all linear forms obtained from f’by letting P operate on 
it. P is then considered as a group of automorphkms of the dual E* of 
E. 
ExampPe. 
111000 
100110 
010011 
001101 
The columns of this matrix represent he elements of F and the realiza- 
t-on of the code 9s given by ali 6-tuples generated by the rows of the 
matrix. 
2.2. DW dimension of the codes 
Now, the group consisting of the transposes of the matrices df P ope- 
rates on E and partitions E into classes ol’ transitivity. For any @v;, e:e- 
ments x and p*-x of the same class we have twc. corresponding code- 
words’ 
and 
((pk Y)),,, l 
The seco.nd one is also (tx, py >),, EF. This rmans that it cm be obtained 
fmn the first one by permuting the compoilents. In cthetr words: 
eore;n 2.1 . Permu tiflg the cne,fficien ts of a II.. y ‘IrlPar combina:lotz of the 
rows of the matrix generating the words qf the c-ode (E, F) does not 
chaqe the weight of the code-word given t’r), that linear combirzatl’or~. 
1 Hers: jrt denotes the transpose of the matrix p and not the lth pOWCi of r\ prime P 
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we shall ,eonfine our&Ives to codes (E, 1”:) for which the generating 
matrix M(i, pn) is the set of (7) colu:mn vectors, with ((I!, I) components, 
hwing 8 fIxed weight, namely i. Such a code is entirely defined by m, q 
and i, the number of ones in a column. We have 
I’heor~~ 2.2, Y%e dimension of a cock (E, F) with parame.fevs m, q, i is . 
m wheE.zver 2 f 0 (mod p), iand m - 1 whenever i = 0 (mod p’), where 3 . 
q = gf, and p is the character&tic of F4 . 
q/e have p coved in 143 that the determinant of an m X HZ matrix 
whose distiret columns have i consercutive ones circularly, the other en- 
tries being zeros, is plus or mEnus i whenever (i, m) = 1 and zero if (i, m) 
# 1. We will refer to such a matrix as to a matrix C(i, m). Now, sicce 
(i, i-t 1) := 1: the determinant of a matrix C(ir, i+ 1) is fi, that is a non-zero 
element of B”’ if i f 0 (mod p). By an easy recursion, one sees that the 
rank of M(i, m) is m, for every ,vn > ii. Yaw if pli, the rank of M(i, m) is 
less than m since the sum of the rows !s zero. Eut deleting a row from 
M(i, m), VW obtain a matrix M’ containing as a submatrix a matrix 
M(i- 1, rn- 1) w,hich has, as wn II w i:a~e Droved, rank m - 1. 
For skowii!~g tirac the class of codes we have constructed is not bad we 
will show that -ihe infimum of,’ the c’:s: tcction rate is at least one fourth 
in the suXds~ with q r 2. From nc w on, let q = 2. Let p(m. i, j) be the 
weight of d code-word obtained by summing j rows of the matrix 
M(i, m). . 
Roper@ 2.1. One has 
(7.3.1) p(m,i,j)=‘t9(m--l&y’-Pj-k9(m-l,i-l,j-12)+ “--- 1 
( 1 t-1 l 
I%-: relaltion is obtained by partitioning M(i, m) into a matrix M(i, m - 2 ) 
and a matrix consisting of M(i- 1, nz - 1) and a row of ones..ArGong the 
j rows, we are allowed to put that one which contains the said I nw :jf 
ones, by Theorem 2.1. IYhus the 4:ontribution to p(m,iJ) of M(i- 1 ,RZ-- 1) 
with this addi t.ional row is (T_<r) - p(m - 1, i - 1, j -- 1). 
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Prsperty 2.2. One has 
(2,3,2) p(m, i, j) = (;)(yJ!)+ (;)(y_-I)+ . . . 
This is just an enumeration of the columns containing an odd number 
of ones in the submatrix defined by any set sl’j rows of M(i, m). 
Theorem 2.3. The mirkuun distance of a code (E, F) with parameters 
m, 2, i, with i even and i <_ irn -: 3, is (y_;‘j. Thus the detection rate is 
i/nz. 
.a 
By (2.5.1), !ve must prove that if i 2 &ITI + 8, then 
(2.3.3) P(m-1,i,i-1)2p(nl-1,i--1,j-1), 
since 
(2.3.4) p(m, i, 1) = 7-l’) . 
- 
Let us first okrve that when 1’ is even, then by (2.3.2), 
(2.3.5) p(rn* i, j) = p(m, i, m-j) . 
Assume ihat (2.3.3) is proved in the case where j 5 4 m. Consider the 
case where j > 4 (VI. But for k = m -1 one! has k < 4172 and, consequently, 
by (23.3) and (2.3. l), 
(2.3.6) p(m, i, k) 2 . 
Then (X.3.5) allows us to replace k bv j in (2.3.6) which urlll prove the L 
assertion. One may also observe that the sum of j rows equals the suna of 
the compleme~ntary set of m -j rows. Now, if j <_ 4 ~2,172 -j 2 3 ~2 and by 
hypothesis nt - j > 2i - 3. But thk inequality isI the condition for having 
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b&N (2.3.2) kd (2.3.7) give an inimediate proof of (2.3.3). 
Remark. A sharper con&tion for (2.3.7) to hold is that 2i-3 be less than , 
or equal to the smallest integkr largkr than $m. For i = 4 the largest m 
for which this condition does not hold is eight. For j = 4, we find 
which is lesr :!;hanp(8,4, 1) = (i) = 35. . _ . 
2.4. The group of uutomorphisms of a code with parameters m, q, i 
Themm 24 The group of ahtomorphbms of a code (E, F) with pan?- 
meters m, qp j is a primitive permutation group of the set F ifj’m is not 
2f. 
Let! us denok by I&j the group of permutations induced over the I:- 
subsets of an R-set by ;he symmetric group of that m-set. Let Pi(S) de- s 
note the set of i-$zrbsets of the m-set S. For a given point T of Pi(S), 
that is, an &subset of S, ah we have to prove is that the subgroup Zkii 
fixing T is maxima!. in C,.i. Thus, we will show that any permutation 
of S not fixing T, together with all the permutations fixing :mj generates 
the ddIe symmetric group of S. Let 
(2.4.!+ 4~~1b ..a x1y2y; .e. xryly; ..,. u1 vzv; . . . u2v1 . ..) 
i:a’b’ . ..)(a”b” . ..) 
be a permutation ot fixing T, where x1, yl , zi s v1 are supposed to be 
in Tandy2,X 2, v2, u2 are not in T. 
Yremultiplyirrg (2.4.. Z )a by the permutation 2 
. ,; :’ 
(2.42) -(+~r )(9y2) . . . (stir j(+u2) 
I’ 
which leaves T fixed!., we obtain a permutation 
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(204.3) Cab l em xlyi . ..J(.v~Y~ ) . . . (x~Y; . ..)(PJZV~ )(u~v; .,.)(...) 
in which the first cycle of (2.4.1) has been broken into cycles contained 
in T and transpc.;itions. Th.en there exists a power o,f (24.3) that makes 
the first cycle of (2.4.1) an involution. Hence we see that we may obtain 
from the permutation (2.4.1) an involution in which at least one point 
of T is exchanged lwith a point of S\ T. If m is odd, that involution fixes 
at least one point, say x, which we may suppose to be in T. Then the 
square of the permutation obtained by premultiplying that involution 
by (;ryr ) is the cycle (xyr y2). Now 
If m is not 2i but id even, there exists an x in T or in S’hi r which, if not 
fixed, is exchanged with x’ in T or in S\T respectively. Combining .X and 
x’ in the above ieads to the second member of (2.4*.4). Then, since the 
transpositions of the set of permutations fixing T generate with (2.44) 
all the transpositions of Z,+ and inence C,*i, we have proved that the 
subgroup Of Zm;i fixing T ii maximal. On the other hand, if PI = 2i the 
group considered cannot be primitive since any two complementary 
subsets of irn elements form a block.. 
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